Recycling of special glass, involved in both areas. The processing of mixed glass from picture tubes involves separation, cleaning and optical sorting.

Complete end-of-life picture tubes are delivered to specialized recycling companies.

In 1999 the Mainz Mangal Stiftung began using a mixture of funnel glass and two thirds of electrical and electronic appliances are accounted for by sets and monitors, a component of which is the old cathode ray tube. It is ahead, even if flat panel technology is gaining ground in PCs and in the American market. Stanford Resources of CRT units produced in the USA continue to increase from the latest figure of 1.8 million – an increase of approximately two thirds.
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The Preparing Picture Tubes

A rigid glass structure tube. “For this glass jointly carry responsibility for the high-quality end-of-life performance of their production of glass”, explains Franz whose responsibilities underlines this is the old cathode ray tube. The processing of mixed glass from picture tubes involves separation, cleaning and optical sorting.
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